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Before the 17th century, people did not think of themselves as belonging to something called the white race. But once the idea was invented, it quickly began to reshape the modern world ...
The invention of whiteness: the long history of a dangerous idea
Joe Biden has summoned the memory of Franklin Delano Roosevelt. George Washington also offers important lessons.
In time of upheaval and uncertainty, Washington's survival skills still inspire
In July 1919, an explosive race riot forever changed Chicago. For years, black southerners had been leaving the South as part of the Great Migration. Their ...
Occupied Territory: Policing Black Chicago from Red Summer to Black Power
Former AC Milan boss Arrigo Sacchi has revealed his belief that the Rossoneri will still finish in the top four, blaming fatigue for their recent struggles.
Sacchi praises Milan and Pioli for ‘miracle’ season and analyses the ‘three enemies’ of football
When President Joe Biden won the 2020 election, he made headlines for gaining the most popular votes in U.S. history — more than 81 million. But winning the popular vote doesn’t always determine the ...
The US Presidents Who Won by the Most (and Least) Votes
Five candidates who hope to become the Sussex police and crime commissioner (PCC) are standing for election on Thursday 6 May. They are the incumbent Katy Bourne (Conservative) and four challengers – ...
Green candidate in police and crime commissioner election pledges to fix ‘broken system’
Bush has revealed who he cast his ballot for in the 2020 presidential race, and the answer is not an obvious one ... rights hearing GTA V Second Trailer Ilhan Omar calls for police reform following ...
George W Bush reveals who he voted for in 2020 election – and it wasn’t Biden or Trump
Housing segregation by race and class is a fountainhead of inequality ... For centuries, going back to Bacon’s Rebellion in 1676, right-wing politicians have successfully pitted these two ...
The ‘New Redlining’ Is Deciding Who Lives in Your Neighborhood
JUST TWELVE YEARS after Mexico declared independence from Spain, a cholera epidemic that had struck Europe, Asia, and North America made its way to Mexico. Cholera ravaged much of the nation, ...
Precarious Prescriptions: Contested Histories of Race and Health in North America
Black Lives Matter has sparked global conversations on race and policing and is credited with a number of criminal justice reform efforts ... time of pandemic and rebellion,” a collective ...
The families left behind by Black Lives Matter
If you've been on the internet this week, you've probably seen the video we're about to show you. If you haven't seen it, there is really nothing we can do to prepare you for the experience of seeing ...
Tucker: Nothing can prepare you for new CIA video
A government priding itself as being national, democratic, Zionist, relies on haredi cynical anti-Zionist parties aiming to extract state funds, enforce religious coercion and erode democracy.
What are haredi parties doing in a national-Zionist coalition? - opinion
As President Joe Biden approaches his 100th day in office, CNN Opinion asked contributors to share their assessment of the Democratic leader's performance thus far.
What Biden did with his Trump inheritance
The sooner Americans determine if they want to maintain the social order or bring about a just world that centers safety, the sooner the solutions to reduce police violence won't be tepid reforms that ...
Police violence won't end until we commit to public safety
So we get that ‘already flying and now we’re just flying together’ thing.” So while Kanye’s comparisons to Romeo and Juliet weren’t wrong, exactly (they nailed the scale, at least), Kimye’s union ...
The End of Kimye’s Wild Ride
Although activists and reform efforts have ... support of Charter Amendment F on the heels of the 1992 Los Angeles rebellion. The amendment limited the chief's tenure to two five-year terms ...
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The hidden obstacle to police accountability
FIVE candidates who hope to become the Sussex police and crime commissioner (PCC) are standing for election tomorrow.
Sussex PPC: Meet Green Party candidate Kahina Bouhassane
“U.S. Army bases should not be named after traitors who rose in rebellion against ... may set back police reform Power executive Jim Lamon enters Arizona's 2022 Senate race Jevin Hodge to ...
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